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idbdw::volume description this property allows a script to open the output of the advanced shader. this property is provided only for backwards compatibility with the previous version of the script, which used this property to load the same shader used by the advanced shader. most scripts should use the property
given by vrayvshader::getvshader(). get: int set: void python type int example self.set(0) vol = getactive().volume vol.set(volnode("idb")) this morning i woke up to find out that phish.net was hacked. i'm not going to go into how much the news or my feelings about it affects me. in short, it sucks. what concerns

me, however, is what this means for the future of phish.net. back in the late 90s and early 2000s there were plenty of instances of phish.net being hacked, just like it's been hacked recently. it had to be hacked because, after all, the official phish.net email address, as well as the name phish.net, are owned by fans
of the band. fans of the band, let me be the first to tell you, are often fairly unreliable sources of information. the site is one of the most popular alternative sources of info about phish that fans have, yet its downfall may end up affecting the message that the band is trying to send. phish.net is an important part of

the web's first (and, hopefully, not last) real community of music fans. the structure of the web has changed a lot since the days of napster, but in many ways the web community is still like it was in 1996-2002.net has helped shape that reality, from its original community that accepted anything to the current
community of people who are critical of even the smallest tweak in the band's sound. 5ec8ef588b
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